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*Standalone novel with obscenities and steamy sex scenes, intended for 18 + *"Hilarious!" " Simply

amazing." "A beautiful story." "I didn't want it to end!" A fictional tale inspired by "the most viral

human interest story on record," which had over 4 billion traditional media impressions, according to

PR experts in late 2015. Fasten your seat belts for a journey filled with humor and adventure.

Bachelor & newscaster Pete McCarney buys two plane tickets for a trip around the world with his

girlfriend, but they split up shortly before the trip, and he can't get a refund. In a gutsy last minute

move, Pete goes on social media asking for women with his girlfriend's exact name to apply to join

him on the trip. Twenty-one women apply, and the ensuing interview process is both awkward and

hilarious. When he finally chooses a feisty, headstrong, recently-divorced lawyer, he has no idea

what to expect from their world wide adventures - and neither does Allie James. She has pretty

much sworn off men since her divorce. Will either of them get the vacation they were so desperately

hoping for? Kobo Writing Life Award Shortlisted (October 2015) "Heather Grace Stewart is an

author to watch out for." Quebec Life Magazine
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The premise of this story is pretty unique. A guy's girlfriend breaks up with him shortly before they're

supposed to be going on a once-in-a-lifetime dream trip to Europe and Asia, and the poor guy has a

deep aversion to traveling alone. So what does he do? Interviews other women with the same name

as his ex, until he finds a suitable travel companion who can use the tickets he's already

purchased.As soon as these two strangers meet, you just KNOW they're gonna get along famously,

and will share lots of ups-and-downs, adventures, laughter and romance, but so what? It's a lot of

fun joining them on their journey, as they get to know each other through good times and bad, and

finally make it to their happily ever after. A fun read.

This was such a fun book to read! I loved the main female character, Alison James. She is Strong,

Sexy, Smart, Quirky and Responsible. What a combination! Pete is looking for someone to use the

ticket for a trip to major cities in the world that was intended for his ex-girlfriend. He just needs

another women with the same name. Allison just happens to have the same name and was pushed

into this situation by her best friend. Both Pete and Allison need a change in their lives and The

Ticket gives that push to both of them. A wonderful story that I loved from beginning to end!

Another slam dunk for Heather Grace Stewart! This fun novel will take you all over the world on a

toe-curling adventure you won't soon forget. Haven't we all fantasized about being swept away on a

jetsetting vacation by a handsome hero? Love this book.

Heather Grace Stewart is an accomplished writer of life advemture stories with strong likeable

characters and developed story lines. The Ticket is a tea treat. It's laugh out loud funny. With real

life crisis and heart warming endings. Highly recommended reading for anyone ho enjoys a really

good story. Rick Holt eqkid@aol.com

This novel helped me think out of my comfort zone. Ms.Stewart writes an exciting and emotional

story. Her characters are very real and could be your friends and family. I did not put it down once I

started it.

There are some books that arrive in your hands at exactly the right time; "The Ticket" by Heather



Grace Stewart is one of those books. When my copy arrived last week, I was in need of a warm,

feel-good read with a touch of romance and my needs were amply met by this story.Lawyer, Allie

James, and news anchor, Pete McCarney meet when he is looking for someone to share an

amazing holiday with him after he has been let down badly by his girlfriend, also named Allie James.

He has already interviewed more than twenty women of the same name,when he meets Lawyer

Allie and decides that she is the one to share the trip.Both Allie and Pete set out on their adventure

with a certain amount of trepidation. Their whirlwind journey is full of excitement, highs and lows and

more than a touch of romance.I have deliberately not said much about the plot, as I would not want

to spoil the book for anyone. However, I will say that I thoroughly enjoyed "The Ticket". The

characters came to life and I loved following the development of their relationship. I liked the way

the author looked at the situation from both points of view; for me, the "dual narrator" added to the

humour and depth of the story. Thank you, Heather Grace Stewart, for writing a book which is fun

and engaging - just the right thing for a bleak winter's day - or a day in the middle of summer, for

that matter.

This is billed as a romantic comedy. Strike the comedy. There are some few light moments where

the characters are enjoying themselves, but that hardly makes a comedy. So it's a romance. Well,

kinda. Allie and Pete fall for each other as soon as they meet. The rest of the book is just a look at

how they become comfortable with each other. The major thesis of the story is how they both

journey from unhappy corporate cogs to fulfilled Citizens of the World, helping the poor and

downtrodden free from any concerns of trivial distractions like, oh, making a living. The author is

none too subtle in establishing the bona fides of the characters: he named his cat Rosa Parks and

she named her dog Martin Luther King. Come on! Use one or the other, not both in the same

story.Really this is just a mild propaganda piece about how divinely happy two socially aware,

politically correct people can become if they just throw off the crass expectations of corporate life

and selflessly devote themselves to the Struggle. However, it did hold my interest enough I read the

entire book. I guess that says something.

A romantic page turner with a heart that kept me wanting to read more. From the very beginning this

novel hit me with it's original wit and realistic reflection of modern lives & relationships. This is an

adorable but realitic story of love of all kinds and how it gets us through life's ups & downs.
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